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ABSTRACT
The government acquisition system is consistently plagued by cost growth and by attempts at acquisition
reform. Despite these persistent challenges, the academic community lacks a methodology for studying
complex acquisition programs both in-depth and longitudinally throughout their life cycles. In this paper,
we present a framework for studying complex acquisition programs that provides researchers with a
strategy for systematically studying cost growth mechanisms. The proposed framework provides a means
to identify specific technical and organizational mechanisms for cost growth, to organize those mechanisms
using design structure matrices, and to observe the evolution of those mechanisms throughout a program’s
life cycle. To illustrate the utility of our framework, we apply it to analyze a case study of the National Polarorbiting Operational Environmental Satellite System (NPOESS) program. Ultimately, we demonstrate that
the framework enables us to generate unique insights into the mechanisms that induced cost growth on
NPOESS and that were unacknowledged by previous studies. Specifically, we observed that complexity
was injected into the technical system well before the program’s cost estimates began to increase and
that it was the complexity of the NPOESS organization that hindered the program’s ability to effectively
estimate and to manage its costs. C⃝ 2015 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. Syst. Engin. 00: 1–16, 2015
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1. INTRODUCTION

acquisition program’s requirements [DSB, 2003; GAO, 2003,
2006b, 2011, 2012a; Younossi, 2008], to its use of immature
technology [GAO, 2003, 2006b, 2007b, 2011; GAO, 2012b;
Azizian et al., 2011; Katz et al., 2015], and to its unrealistic
cost estimates [Augustine, 1997; DSB, 2003; Nowinski and
Kohler, 2007; Younossi, 2008; Blickstein, 2011; OSD, 2013].
However, despite identifying these and other root causes (e.g.,
see Augustine [1997], Coleman, Summerville, and Dameron
[2003], and OSD [2013]) and targeting them during reform
efforts, the performance of the acquisition system remains
poor. For example, in 2012 alone, the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) and the Department of Defense’s (DoD) space system program costs increased by $2.5
billion and $11.6 billion, respectively [GAO, 2006b, 2012a].

Cost growth is an endemic issue (e.g., see Younossi [2007],
GAO [2009a], and Hofbauer et al. [2011]) that plagues the
government’s acquisition of complex systems and that has
been the focus of numerous studies that attempt to identify
cost growth root causes that can be corrected by acquisition reform. Past studies often attribute cost growth to an
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Given the persistent problem of cost growth on acquisition
programs, the government could benefit from an improved
understanding of the specific technical and organizational
mechanisms that induce cost growth in the acquisition system.
In this paper, we propose a framework that enables researchers to study complex acquisition programs and to enhance the acquisition community’s current understanding of
the cost growth that they often exhibit. In the framework,
we use an in-depth analysis of a program’s history to identify cost growth mechanisms, to organize those mechanisms
in design structure matrices (DSMs), and to observe their
evolution throughout a program’s life cycle. The proposed
framework has a distinct advantage over other methods (e.g.,
see Brown, Flowe, and Hamel [2007], Malone and Wolfarth
[2013], and Brown [2014]) because it enables the researcher
to analyze a program in the detail that is necessary to identify specific mechanisms for cost growth. However, in addition to preserving the complexities of a program’s history at
any point in time, the framework also enables the researcher
to study a program longitudinally and to observe how cost
growth mechanisms evolve throughout a program’s life cycle.
In the following sections, we review literature that motivates
our approach for studying complex acquisition programs and
then continue by defining the framework’s six steps. Next,
we illustrate the utility of the framework by applying it to
study the National Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental
Satellite System (NPOESS), a joint acquisition program that
experienced significant cost growth prior to its cancelation.
Finally, we conclude by suggesting opportunities to apply the
framework to study cost growth on other acquisition programs
and to enhance our proposed methodology in the future.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The concept of architecture, which Crawley, Cameron, and
Selva [2015] define as “an abstract description of the entities
of a system and the relationships between those entities,”
organizes our framework. While the field of system architecture traditionally focuses on the architecture of technical
systems [Maier and Rechtin, 2000], organizational theorists
often study organizations as systems [Katz and Robert, 1978]
which can also be defined in terms of their components and
component relationships. To study the systems acquired by
the government and the organizations that acquire them, we
recommend that researchers analyze both a program’s technical and organizational architecture (as in Sosa, Eppinger, and
Rowles [2007]).
Studying a program’s architectures also provides the researcher with a unique perspective on complexity, since complexity is an inherent property of a system’s architecture [Simon, 1962]. Although numerous definitions and measures of
complexity exist, authors generally agree that complexity is
induced by a system’s individual components, by their organization in the system, and by their interactions with each other.
Furthermore, researchers have demonstrated that complexity
correlates with a system’s cost [GAO, 2003, 2006b, 2007b]
and that as a system’s complexity increases, so does the risk
that its development costs will grow [GAO, 1992; NASA,
2012]. In our framework, we adopt the concept of complexity
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as a useful abstraction and theoretical construct with which to
identify, classify, and organize mechanisms that contribute to
a program’s cost.
Three types of complexity are particularly useful for studying a program’s technical architecture: architectural, design,
and process complexity. Architectural complexity refers to
the number of components [Meyer and Lehnerd, 1997], the
pairwise interfaces between components [Meyer and Lehnerd, 1997], and to the larger arrangement of components in a
system [Sinha and de Weck, 2013]. Design complexity refers
to the complexity of the individual components in a system; oftentimes technology readiness level (TRL) is used to
approximate component design complexity [Bearden, 2003;
Dubos and Saleh, 2011; Sinha and de Weck, 2013]. Finally,
process complexity is not a function of a technical system
itself, but rather, is a function of the external processes by
which a system is developed. The idea of process complexity
was discussed by Sussman, who introduced the concept of
“nested complexity,” which refers to a complex technical
system that is “embedded within an institutional system that
exhibits . . . complexity all on its own” [Sussman et al., 2009].
The government system acquisition process has been institutionalized by strict requirements to control quality and manage risk; therefore, we use the concept of process complexity
to capture instances when those requirements are levied on
the system development process and increase its cost.
To understand the complexity of government acquisition
organizations, researchers can glean insights from public administration and organizational theory. Theorists often define organizational architectures in terms of an organization’s components and the interdependencies between them
[Galbraith, 1974; Nadler and Tushman, 1997]. Importantly,
it is also theorized that organizations perform most effectively when those interdependencies are aligned [Nadler and
Tushman, 1997]. Drawing from public administration theory, we observe that key characteristics of the government
bureaucracies that acquire systems are their authority structures, their missions, their budgets, and their unique expertise [Weber, 1952; Downs, 1972; Wilson, 1989]. Thus, we
suggest that in order for a government organization to perform effectively and efficiently, the key interdependencies between its components—authority, responsibility, budget, and
expertise—must be aligned. When these interdependencies
are not aligned, the organization is unnecessarily complex, its
performance declines, and its costs grow.

3. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
Our proposed framework is motivated by the above understanding of organizational and technical complexity and by
complexity’s relationship to a program’s architectures and
cost. The purpose of the framework is to provide a means for
researchers to organize, analyze, and discuss the multitude of
data that must be collected in order to study a complex acquisition program both in-depth and longitudinally. Specifically,
the framework provides a means:
• to capture and categorize technical and organizational
mechanisms for cost growth,
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• to assess the relative impact of those mechanisms,
• and to enable the technical and organizational evolution
of a program to be observed.
To achieve these goals, the proposed framework contains
six steps wherein a program’s organizational and technical
architectures are represented and metrics that assess their
complexity are calculated. In the final step, the evolution of
complexity is observed by plotting the complexity metrics
against time.
To represent a program’s architectures, we use DSMs.
DSMs are typically N×N matrices that are used to represent product, organizational, or process architectures or some
combination of all three [Eppinger and Browning, 2012].
Our framework defines two separate DSMs to represent a
program’s organizational and technical architectures and the
complexity mechanisms within them. Previous studies [Sosa,
Browning, and Mihm, 2007; Suh et al., 2009] have demonstrated the utility of using DSM-based metrics to study the
evolution of architectures; therefore, to observe how a program’s technical and organizational architectures evolved, we
calculate complexity metrics using the data contained in the
DSMs.

3.1. Step 1: Collect Process Data about the
Program
To construct the DSMs and to identify the complexity mechanisms within each architecture, we conduct semi-structured
qualitative interviews [Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007; Eppinger and Browning, 2012] with program staff and triangulate our interview data using primary and secondary source
documents [Eppinger and Browning, 2012]. The goal of data
collection and analysis is to gain an in-depth understanding
of the mechanisms that induced cost growth at any point in
time during a program’s life cycle. Technical cost growth
mechanisms are those that make a system’s cost increase both
expectedly and unexpectedly. Organizational cost growth
mechanisms are those that hinder the organization’s decisionmaking process by limiting the options that are available for
each decision, by reducing the quality of the organization’s
decisions, or by hindering the efficiency with which the organization is able to make decisions. To identify cost growth
mechanisms, we recommend that researchers analyze data using process tracing [Langley, 1999; George and Bennet, 2005]
and in the subsequent steps of our framework, we describe
how the resulting process data can be characterized according
to its relationship to a program’s technical and organizational
architecture, abstracted using the concept of complexity, and
represented using DSMs.

3.2. Step 2: Represent the Technical Architecture
First, all major technical components are represented in the
technical architecture DSM (DSMT ) using a traditional DSM
format that assigns system components to corresponding rows
and columns in an N×N matrix. To also represent each component’s design and process complexity, DSMT has two additional columns that contain this information. In this way,

Figure 1. Example technical architecture DSM.

DSMT is able to represent all three of the complexity types
that were discussed above:
• Design complexity, which is a function of the technical
maturity of each component.
• Process complexity, which is a function of the constraints or conflicting requirements that are imposed during the component development process.
• And architectural complexity, which is a function of the
interactions and relationships between components.
As shown in Figure 1, architectural complexity mechanisms are represented using traditional DSM notation where
+1 is added to indicate the presence of any relationship between two components. Three relationship types are
captured—mission, programmatic, and interference—and the
presence of each relationship adds +1 to the corresponding
DSMT entry; components can share more than one relationship and each relationship type adds +1 to the corresponding
entry in DSMT .
Mission relationships between components include physical, data, or design interfaces as defined in Smaling and de
Weck [2007]. Physical interfaces mean that two components
are physically attached and may also share other relationships
(such as data or power). Two components have a data (but not
a physical) relationship when they communicate at a distance
and two components have a design relationship when they are
designed to enable parts sharing (e.g., they are designed to
maximize commonality).
Programmatic relationships indicate that components
share management resources such as budget, schedule, and
staff. Although this relationship is not purely technical, we
include it in the DSM because programmatic relationships can
induce cost growth: specifically, even though two components
may not share a mission interface, they may still interface
programmatically because the budget, schedule, and staff assigned to one component can impact the resources that are
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allocated to the other. For example, if a component’s costs
grow but the program’s budget is fixed, management may
decide to prioritize one component’s development at the expense of others, whose budgets will be reduced and schedules
lengthened; this decision will ultimately increase the total
nonrecurring cost of the lower priority components [Committee on Cost Growth in NASA Earth and Space Science
Missions, 2010]. To capture this behavior, when two components have a programmatic relationship, +1 is added to
DSMT .
Finally, +1 is added to DSMT entries to account for interferences between components. As noted by Selva [2014],
Alibay and Strange [2013], and Rasmussen and Tsugawa
[1997], components can interfere electromagnetically, mechanically, and optically. Interferences induce complexity because they must be actively managed and compensated for
during the system development process.
As also shown in Figure 1, DSMT includes two extra
columns that contain a design and process complexity score
for each component. The design complexity score captures
the degree of cost risk associated with the component’s development, since as its technical maturity increases, so does
the certainty with which a program can estimate its development cost [Dubos and Saleh, 2011]. Brady and Nightingale [2012] previously demonstrated the utility of including
technical maturity in a DSM when they developed the technology risk DSM to assess development and operational risk
in NASA systems. Although their approach used a standard
TRL system to categorize component maturity [Brady and
Nightingale, 2012], other rating schemes can also be applied.
For example, AIAA categorizes a component’s design maturity according to a component’s location in the traditional
development life cycle [AIAA, 1999].
While there is no formal scheme to categorize a component’s process complexity, we suggest that +1 can be added
to account for each process complexity mechanism. Process
complexity penalties should only be levied to capture macroscopic changes to the system development process that affect
multiple components. For example, a key process complexity mechanism that affects joint programs is conflicting mission requirements or engineering standards. This complexity
mechanism captures the costs that emerge when a program’s
schedule is delayed because engineers are forced to reconcile
requirements conflicts or to use multiple requirements baselines. Another process complexity mechanism is a function of
a program’s oversight model. If the government’s oversight
of a system’s development is high, +1 should be added to
the process complexity score. For example, if a component
is developed under a system engineering and technical assistance (SETA) oversight model instead of a total system performance responsibility (TSPR) oversight model, its process
complexity score should increase by +1. In both examples,
penalties are included to capture major changes—like the
addition of new mission requirements, engineering standards,
or oversight requirements—that occur during a program’s
life cycle: process complexity penalties are not intended to
capture microscopic changes that only affect individual components’ development processes. Finally, although process
and product architectures have shared DSMs differently in
the past [Eppinger and Browning, 2012], because process ulti-
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mately affects the cost of the technical system, our framework
represents both complexities using a shared DSM.

3.3. Step 3: Calculate the Technical Complexity
Metric
After the DSMT is defined, we use it to calculate a technical
complexity metric that accounts for design, process, and architectural complexity’s impact on a system’s nonrecurring
cost. Ultimately, our metric is an estimate of the technical
architecture’s life cycle cost, with penalties applied to its
nonrecurring cost that account for design, process, and architectural complexity mechanisms.
Equation (1) shows the general form of the complexitycorrected life cycle cost metric (Lcc ), which includes the
nonrecurring costs with complexity penalties applied (Ncc ),
recurring costs (R), and other costs (O) that can include launch
or operations costs. As shown, Lcc is normalized by the cost
of a reference system.
NCC + R + O
Lcc =
.
(1)
Baseline Complexit y
The formula for Ncc is derived from a complexity metric
that was used to study spacecraft architectures for planetary
exploration [Alibay and Strange, 2013]; however, by classifying mechanisms in terms of three complexity types—design,
process, and architectural—our metric is generalizable to systems other than spacecraft as well:
)
∑ N { (∑ N
N cc =
DS MT (i, j) − 1 ∗ W A
i=1
j=1
}
+ 𝑃 𝐶 i ∗ W P + 1 ∗ Ci (DCi ).
(2)
As shown, Ncc is calculated using each component’s design complexity (DCi ) and process complexity (PCi ), DSMT ,
and the cost penalty weighting for each complexity mechanism (WA for architectural complexity and WP for process
complexity). Component cost (Ci ) is estimated using systemspecific parametric cost-estimating relationships and is corrected for design complexity (Ci (DCi )) either by adding a
penalty to component mass prior to estimating its cost (as in
Selva [2012] and Alibay and Strange [2013]) or by adding a
penalty after its costs have been calculated (as in Leising et al.
[2010]). The weightings applied to correct for process and
architectural complexity are also system-specific and should
be determined on a case-by-case basis.
This particular complexity metric was selected for several
reasons. First, by using parametric cost estimating relationships, the metric captures fundamental hardware and software
costs. The metric then adds penalties to account for the complexity mechanisms that are present in a system’s architecture.
Although these mechanisms may not ultimately increase a
system’s cost, their presence places the system at greater risk
for cost growth if additional risk margin is not included in the
program’s budget. In this way, our proposed metric calculates
the basic cost of the system and adds a complexity budget
[Sinha, 2013] or a complexity margin on top of that cost. The
reason for adding this margin is simple: if past programs had
recognized and budgeted for the complexity of their systems,
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Figure 2. Example organizational architecture DSM.

their costs may not have exceeded their budgets. The process
that we follow to identity and account for this cost risk is derived from the concept of cost-risk subfactors that is employed
by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory [Leising et al., 2010, 2013].

3.4. Step 4: Represent the Organizational
Architecture
The organizational DSM (DSMO ) uses a traditional DSM
format that assigns the organization’s components to corresponding rows and columns in an N×N matrix; organizational
components refer to distinct subunits in an organization that
include government agencies, user communities, program offices, and contractors. As shown in Figure 2, DSMO maps four
distinct interdependencies between components and indicates
interdependency strength; to be consistent with the organizational complexity metric defined below, a score of +2 is used
when components’ relationship is weak and +1 is used when
the relationship is strong. Consistent with the key characteristics of government organizations that were discussed above,
the four interdependency types are defined in terms of:
• Expertise: When a component has expertise (E), it has
the knowledge and experience to make decisions effectively. DSME is shown in blue.
• Responsibility: When a component has responsibility
(R), it is responsible for delivering a technical system
that executes a mission. Responsibility will also be referred to as mission responsibility when it is necessary to
distinguish between multiple agencies’ unique missions.
DSMR is shown in green.
• Budget: When a component has budget (B), it is responsible for funding the decisions that it makes and the
technical system for which it is responsible. DSMB is
shown in yellow.
• Authority: Finally, when a component has authority (A),
it is able to make and sustain effective decisions. DSMA
is shown in red.
Although the four relationship types are depicted separately, the two relationships that contribute most significantly
to the organizational complexity metric (defined in the next
step) are responsibility and authority. An example mission responsibility relationship between two component contractors
is illustrated in Figure 3. These contractors share a mission
responsibility relationship because the technical components
that they produce share an interface; in this way, responsi-

Figure 3. Misalignment of responsibility and authority.

bility relationships between contractors mirror [Henderson
and Clark, 1990; Baldwin and Clark, 2000] the program’s
technical architecture. However, in addition to this mirroring,
mission responsibility relationships on government programs
extend throughout the program’s organizational hierarchy and
ultimately connect agency leaders, who Congress holds responsible for mission execution, to the contractors that agencies hold responsible for a system’s development.
DSMA represents the organization’s authority structure. As
shown in Figure 3, Program Office 1 holds a contract for component 1 and Program Office 2 holds a contract for component
2; additional decision authority relationships between components are also illustrated. Figure 3 also notes that although
there is a responsibility link between the component contractors, there is no authority relationship. This misalignment of
responsibility and authority is critical to the organizational
complexity metric that is discussed below. Finally, in addition
to the misalignment of responsibility and authority, additional
misalignments between authority, responsibility, expertise,
and budget can also affect an organization by eroding authority. Although these relationships can be conceptualized
in terms of their impact on decision authority, we represent
them in separate DSMs because they are key characteristics
of government acquisition organizations.

3.5. Step 5: Calculate the Organizational
Complexity Metric
To assess organizational architectures, we use a separate metric and define organizational complexity (OC) to be a function
of the number of components in an organization, the interfaces between each component, and components’ mission
responsibility and decision authority. We suggest that as an
organization’s complexity increases, it becomes more difficult
for the organization to make effective and efficient decisions;
as a result, complex organizations are more likely to enable
cost growth by selecting costly options for each decision and
to induce cost growth by making decisions slowly.
The proposed organizational complexity metric, given in
Equation (3), is derived from a structural complexity metric
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proposed and validated by Sinha and De Weck [2013]. To
apply Sinha’s metric to assess complexity in organizations,
we developed a new weighting scheme to account for the
organizational complexity mechanisms that were identified
in our qualitative data. The final organizational metric is
shown in Equation (3) where WA corresponds to the weighting scheme, N corresponds to the number of components,
and E(DSMR ) corresponds to singular values of the DSMR
matrix. Finally, like Lcc , OC is normalized by a reference
organization:
OC =

N+

{∑ ∑
N
N
i=1

j=1

} [ ]
)
(
Wi j ∗𝐷𝑆𝑀 R (i, j) ∗ N1 ∗E 𝐷𝑆𝑀 R (i, j)
Baseline OC

. (3)

The process for calculating Equation (3)’s weights begins
by adjusting DSMA to account for factors that erode decision
authority. For each factor, a score of +1 is added to each
affected decision authority link. The primary authority erosion factors stem from misalignments between responsibility,
authority, budget, and expertise. Specifically, we suggest that
misalignments between authority and budget and responsibility and budget erode authority by hindering an organization’s
ability to consider cost when making decisions. Additionally,
misaligned authority and expertise erodes authority by reducing an organization’s ability to make informed and effective
decisions. Finally, in addition to including misalignments that
erode authority, the metric can also include additional casespecific factors by simply adding +1 to each interface where
authority is eroded.
Once DSMA is adjusted to account for authority erosion
factors, DSMA and DSMR are compared and misalignments
between the two are identified. If authority and responsibility between two components are misaligned, an additional
penalty is calculated and added according to the following
process: first, the adjusted DSMA is transformed into a graph,
where components are represented by nodes in the graph
and authority links are represented by edges. Edge lengths
correspond to the values in the adjusted DSMA . Next, when
a mission responsibility link between two components exists,
the weighting, WA , between those components is calculated
by determining the shortest path length between components
i and j in the authority graph. The length of the authority
path between two components with shared responsibility is
intended to simulate the efficiency and effectiveness of organizational decision making.
Specifically, effectiveness is simulated by accounting for
authority erosion factors; as more factors erode a particular
link’s authority, the length of its edge in the DSMA graph
increases to capture the challenge of making decisions in
the absence of strong authority. Efficiency is simulated by
calculating the length of the path that has to be traversed to
find a single node that has authority over two nodes that are
connected in DSMR but not in DSMA . In this way, the metric
captures the delay that occurs when two organizational components have a responsibility but no authority relationship.
In the absence of authority, the responsible components must
elevate decisions up the organizational hierarchy to find a
senior component with the authority to make decisions that
affect both of the responsible subordinates. For example, in
Figure 3, Contractor 1 and Contractor 2 share responsibility but not authority. Therefore, the contractors must elevate
any decisions that affects both of them through their indiSystems Engineering DOI 10.1002/sys

vidual program offices to the Executive Committee: the only
component in the organization that has authority over both
contractors. The process of elevating decisions through both
program offices and of waiting for the Executive Committee
to make decisions is less efficient than if the contractors could
negotiate and implement a decision on their own.

3.6. Step 6: Observe the Evolution of Complexity
over Time
The utility of calculating a single complexity metric to represent a program’s organizational and technical architectures
is that it enables changes in those architectures and their relationship to the program’s reported cost growth to be observed
over time. Specifically, we suggest that complex acquisition
programs can be studied by dividing the program’s history
into epochs, or periods of time when the program’s organizational and technical architectures are unique and stable
[Dwyer and Szajnfarber, 2014]. One organizational and one
technical architecture should be defined per epoch, a complexity metric for each should be calculated, and complexity
should be plotted as a function of time and compared to the
program’s cost during each epoch. Plotting the complexity
metrics in this way enables the researcher to compare the program’s own cost estimates to the complexity that was inherent
in its architectures.

4. CASE STUDY: THE NPOESS PROGRAM
To study cost growth on the NPOESS program, we applied
the above framework to generate unique conclusions about
the program’s history and evolution [Dwyer and Szajnfarber,
2014; Dwyer et al., 2014; Dwyer, 2015]. NPOESS was a collaboration composed of the DoD, the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), and NASA that was
intended to develop a constellation of environmental monitoring satellites for low Earth orbit. NPOESS was managed
by an integrated program office (IPO) that was staffed by
representatives from all three agencies. The IPO reported to
the program’s executive committee (EXCOM), which was a
triagency board composed of the NOAA Administrator, the
NASA Administrator, and the Under Secretary of Defense for
Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics. NPOESS was established in 1994 and canceled—due to cost growth, schedule
delays, and management issues [The White House, 2010]—
in 2010. In the intervening years, the program’s history can
be organized into six epochs which include the following
events:
• Epoch A (1994–1996): NPOESS was established by
converging NOAA’s Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental Satellite (POES) program and the DoD’s Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP). By
converging these programs, the government predicted
that it could save $1.3 billion over the life cycle of the
joint program [Gore, 1993]. Importantly, these early cost
estimates assumed that the NPOESS system would be
only moderately more capable than POES or DMSP.
• Epoch B (1996–1999): The NPOESS system requirements were defined and as a result, the system’s capabilities increased. Also during this period, the IPO managed
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2009b; NPOESS IRT, 2009]. Finally, despite focusing on cost
growth, past studies fail to acknowledge that—like cost—
the program’s technical and organizational architectures also
evolved throughout its life cycle.

4.1. Step 1: Collect Process Data about the
Program

Figure 4. NPOESS life cycle cost growth (data taken from COBRA
[2000] and GAO [2002, 2004, 2005, 2007a, 2010, 2012c]).

•

•

•

•

risk reduction contracts for the system’s key instruments
but delayed selecting the prime contractor that would
serve as the system’s integrator.
Epoch C (1999–2002): The NASA-managed NPOESS
Preparatory Project (NPP) was established to provide
additional risk reduction for key sensors and to execute
a climate science mission for NASA. To meet the needs
of the system’s new climate science users, instrument
requirements were updated to enhance performance.
Epoch D (2002–2005): The prime contractor was selected and the risk reduction contracts that were previously managed by the IPO were transferred to the new
prime. After the prime assumed responsibility for all of
the system’s components, the program’s cost estimates
began to increase.
Epoch E (2005–2007): Costs grew so significantly that
the program breached the Nunn-McCurdy threshold and
had to undergo certification.1 As a result, several instruments and spacecraft were canceled and a Program Executive Officer (PEO) was added to streamline decision
making between the IPO, NPP, and the EXCOM.
Epoch F (2007–2010): Several instruments were added
back to the program and despite its new PEO-based
authority structure, management challenges and cost
growth persisted until the program was canceled in
2010.

Figure 4 illustrates the cost growth that occurred before
NPOESS’s cancelation. A key characteristic of this plot is that
the program’s early cost estimates were relatively constant
and that it was not until Epoch D that its cost estimates began
to increase; this perspective is echoed by several studies that
attributed the program’s cost growth to poor management by
its prime contractor [GAO, 2004; DoC, 2006]. Other studies
attribute cost growth to the EXCOM’s failure to meet and
make decisions with sufficient frequency [GAO, 2005, 2006b,
1

The Nunn-McCurdy Act requires defense programs to be recertified by
Congress if their cost growth exceeds a specified level.

To apply our framework to study the evolution of NPOESS’s
architectures, we collected a mix of qualitative and quantitative data that included over 75 hours of semi-structured
interviews [Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007; Yin, 2009] with
over 50 representatives from the program. As recommended
by Eisenhardt and Graebner [2007], we sampled interviewees
from multiple levels in the program’s organizational hierarchy
and we triangulated [Yin, 2009] our data using over 150
primary and secondary source documents. Using this data
and our proposed framework, we generated a new perspective on the evolution of the NPOESS system and organization and demonstrated that previous studies’ understanding
of program events is incomplete. Specifically, by focusing
on the program’s architectures, their complexity, and complexity’s evolution over time, we were able to gain a unique
understanding of the mechanisms for cost growth that most
significantly affected NPOESS.

4.2. Step 2: Represent the Technical Architecture
The NPOESS DSMT contains three types of components:
spacecraft, instruments, and ground processing systems. The
operational NPOESS constellation used three common spacecraft that were assigned to different longitude of ascending
node crossing times and one unique spacecraft for NPP. The
DSMT also contains 12 different instruments that were assigned to one or more spacecraft and components that represented the system’s algorithms and ground system. Although
the ground system ultimately executed the algorithms, we
represent the components separately so as to capture the critical role that the components’ interface had on the program’s
subsequent cost growth.
Instrument design complexity is categorized using a ranking system similar to TRL but that is specifically focused on
the instruments’ relationship to heritage designs and is based
on the approach recommended by [AIAA, 1999]. Spacecraft
designs are assigned a complexity penalty of +1 for each type
of complexity mechanism that is contained in the architecture.
The process complexity mechanisms that affect each component are assigned penalties in the same way. Finally, the
architectural complexity mechanisms that impacted NPOESS
include design and programmatic relationships, physical interfaces, and electromagnetic, optical, mechanical, and reliability budget interactions between components.
We identified the complexity mechanisms contained in the
DSMs by examining qualitative data within each epoch. Analyzing data within epochs enables the researcher to gain an
in-depth understanding of the cost growth mechanisms that
can affect a program at different points in its life cycle. Table
I illustrates the detail with which we collected data within
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Table I. Example Qualitative Data That Are Represented in Epoch B’s Technical Architecture DSM

epochs and it maps this data to the complexity mechanisms
that are represented in Epoch B’s DSM. For the qualitative
data that we used to construct DSMs for other epochs, refer
to Dwyer [2015].

4.3. Step 3: Calculate the Technical Complexity
Metric
The process for calculating Ncc begins by applying design
complexity penalties (taken from AIAA [1999] and Nigg,
O’Brian, and Abbott [2011]) to the instruments’ mass. Instrument cost is then calculated using parametric equations
given in Larson and Wertz [2011]. Next, again, using parametric equations from Larson and Wertz [2011], complexitycorrected instrument mass is used to estimate spacecraft bus
mass and bus nonrecurring cost. Finally, the remaining architectural, design, and process complexity penalties are applied
to the nonrecurring cost estimates according to Equation (3).
The penalties, WA , applied for bus design complexity, process
complexity, and architectural complexity are all taken from
Leising et al. [2010, 2013].

Systems Engineering DOI 10.1002/sys

Recurring system costs are also estimated using parametric
equations from Larson and Wertz [2011] and the launch cost
for each spacecraft is also included in Lcc . The NPOESS Lcc
does not include ground system or operations costs because
the NPOESS ground system architecture remained relatively
constant throughout the program’s life cycle. Instead, we
model changes to the ground system using complexity penalties that are levied on the components of the space segment
with which they interfaced. Finally, each NPOESS Lcc is normalized by the analogous nonrecurring, recurring, and launch
costs for POES and DMSP. By using POES and DMSP as
reference systems, we are able to compare NPOESS’s complexity to the complexity and cost of the systems that it was
designed to replace.

4.4. Step 4: Represent the Organizational
Architecture
The NPOESS DSMo contains all three government agencies,
the EXCOM, both the NPOESS and NPP program offices,
several councils of user groups, and the system’s prime and
subcontractors for the spacecraft, instruments, algorithms,
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Table II. Example of the Qualitative Data That Are Represented in Epoch D’s Organizational DSM

and ground system. As with the technical architectures, we
identify the complexity mechanisms contained in each organizational DSM by examining qualitative data within epoch
data. Table II provides an example of this data from Epoch
D and illustrates how we connected qualitative data to the
complexity mechanisms contained in the DSMs; for data from
other epochs, refer to Dwyer [2015].

4.5. Step 5: Calculate the Organizational
Complexity Metric
NPOESS organizational complexity is calculated using the
process described in Section 3. In addition to the authority
erosion factors noted previously, several case-specific authority erosion factors—including limited contract structure
and ineffective authority delegation—were included in the
NPOESS DSMo. Limited contractual authority refers to the
limitations that contracts can place on the government’s authority to direct the contractors’ activities without incurring

the additional cost of a contract modification. On NPOESS,
the government used performance-based contracts that limited its ability to direct vendors’ design and development
activities without modifying their contracts at an additional
cost. Ineffective authority delegation refers to organizational
components—like the NPOESS EXCOM—that held authority but that often failed to execute that authority by making
timely decisions.

4.6. Step 6: Observe the Evolution of Complexity
over Time
Figures 5 and 6 illustrate how we applied our framework to
observe the evolution of complexity on the NPOESS program. First, Figure 5 depicts a miniature version of each
epoch’s DSMT and its corresponding Lcc. This figure suggests
that even when cost estimates account for complexity, the
program’s initial technical architecture was less costly than
the separate POES and DMSP systems. However, as shown
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Figure 5. Evolution of NPOESS’s technical architecture.

in Figure 7, Lcc increased significantly after Epoch A, while
the program’s cost estimates continued to remain low. From
this comparison, we can draw several conclusions:
• Complexity was injected into the NPOESS technical architecture during the program’s earliest epochs.
• Despite this increase in complexity, the program’s costs
estimates continued to remain low until after its prime
contractor was selected in Epoch D.
• After the prime was selected, the program’s cost estimates increased substantially while its technical complexity continued increasing on the trajectory that it had
followed during previous epochs.
• The Nunn-McCurdy certification in Epoch E effectively
reduced technical complexity; however, the program’s
cost estimates continued to grow.

age its technical complexity. Once the prime contractor
began managing the technical system and realized its
inherent complexity, its cost estimates increased.
• During the program’s final epochs, its cost had both a
technical and a nontechnical component, since the program’s cost estimates exceeded the costs predicted by
our technical complexity metric.

The relationship between the technical complexity metric
and the program’s cost estimates (shown in Figure 7) motivates several conclusions about cost growth on the NPOESS
program:

These two cost components suggest that the NPOESS organization contributed to cost growth in two distinct ways:
by enabling technical cost growth and by inducing nontechnical cost growth. Qualitative within-epoch data indicate that
organizational complexity enabled cost growth by hindering
the program’s ability to recognize and to actively manage
the complexity contained in its system. Organizational complexity also induced cost growth by reducing the program’s
efficiency and effectiveness.
Like technical complexity, we observe that organizational
complexity also evolved throughout NPOESS. Figure 6 illustrates this evolution and using its global perspective on the
program, we are able to draw several conclusions:

• During the early epochs, the NPOESS program underestimated and undermanaged the complexity contained
within its technical architecture.
• After the program selected a prime contractor to serve as
its system integrator, it was able to more actively man-

• The joint NPOESS organization during Epoch A was
less complex than two separate POES and DMSP organizations.
• Despite this initial decrease in complexity, the decision
to delay selecting a prime contractor increased orga-
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Figure 6. Evolution of NPOESS’s organizational architecture.

•
•

•

•

nizational complexity because it assigned total system
responsibility to a prime contractor but did not award that
contractor authority over the system until Epoch D.
Once the prime contractor was selected, authority and responsibility were better aligned and organizational complexity decreased.
Despite the decrease in complexity after the prime
was selected, complexity remained high for the rest of
the program because the addition of NPP misaligned
NASA’s responsibility for NPP’s climate science mission with its authority over the instruments that executed
that mission.
The addition of NPP misaligned authority and responsibility throughout the entire organizational architecture.
As a result, when the organizational components shared
responsibility but not authority for a decision, that decision had to be elevated up the organizational hierarchy to management that had authority over both of
the responsible components. The only managing component that had authority over both the NPOESS IPO
and NPP was the EXCOM; as a result, the EXCOM
was often tasked to make decisions that affected both
programs.
Reforms during the Nunn-McCurdy certification process in Epoch E reduced organizational complexity by

aligning responsibility and authority under a single PEO;
however, because these reforms did not align authority
and expertise and budget and responsibility between the
NPOESS and NPP programs, much of the organization’s
complexity remained.
• Finally, just prior to the program’s cancellation, the
PEO’s authority was eroded and organizational complexity increased once again.
Each of the above conclusions is consistent with the qualitative data that were used to support each DSM’s construction
and each complexity metric’s calculation.

4.7. Case Study Conclusions
Applying the framework to study the NPOESS program enabled us to revise the acquisition community’s understanding
of the program’s history. First, we observed that after Epoch
B, the NPOESS system was more complex and costly than
both the POES and DMSP systems. However, contrary to
blame that has been levied on the program’s prime contractor
in the past [DoC 2006, IRT, 2009], we observed that complexity was inherent in the NPOESS system well before the
program selected its prime and that this complexity had a
more significant impact on cost than did any mismanagement
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Figure 7. Comparison of technical complexity metric and normalized life cycle cost estimate.

by the prime contractor. Furthermore, the organizational complexity induced by delaying the prime contractor’s selection
hindered the program’s ability to accurately estimate and to
aggressively manage its costs. We observed this relationship
between organizational and technical complexity during our
within-epoch qualitative data analysis and then observed it
using our quantitative framework; as shown in Figure 6, without a prime contractor, organizational complexity increased
because authority and responsibility were misaligned. However, after the prime contractor was selected in Epoch D,
organizational complexity decreased.
Also, contrary to past conclusions [GAO 2005, 2007; IRT
2009], we assessed the EXCOM to have had a less significant cost impact than did the complexity of the organizational architecture beneath it. Specifically, we observed that
when authority and responsibility were misaligned between
two components in the organization, those components were
forced to elevate decisions to another component that had
authority to make decisions which affected both of them.
Because the EXCOM was the single component with authority over an organization where authority and responsibility
were misaligned, the triagency board was forced to play a
larger role in program execution than was ever intended. Thus,
we conclude that it was the complexity of the organizational
architecture beneath the EXCOM, rather than the EXCOM
itself, which most significantly affected the program’s costs.
Finally, the framework allowed us to observe how significantly the program’s technical and organizational architectures evolved throughout its life cycle. This perspective motivates the conclusion that any analysis of program cost growth
that does not consider the program’s architectural evolution
is incomplete. Furthermore, without this perspective, we suggest that it was impossible for past studies to uncover the
underlying mechanisms that drove cost growth on NPOESS

Systems Engineering DOI 10.1002/sys

and to use that understanding to architect less costly programs
in the future.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presented a framework for studying cost growth
on complex acquisition programs and demonstrated the utility of that framework by applying it to a case study of the
NPOESS program. In studying NPOESS, we demonstrated
that a program’s architectures, its technical and organizational
complexity, and its cost are all dynamic properties. We also
illustrated how, by studying programs using the simultaneously in-depth and longitudinal perspective enabled by the
framework, one can gain new insights into the specific mechanisms that affect a program’s cost as well as those mechanisms’ impacts relative to one another and to other events
on the program. Although our case study focused on only
one program, by defining our DSMs and complexity metrics
generally, we hope that the framework can be applied to study
other complex acquisition programs in future.
We also hope that future research will expand upon our
framework by refining our definitions of complexity and the
metrics that we use to assess it. Currently, our metrics are tools
that aid observation rather than prediction: the metrics are
useful because they enable the researcher to observe the dynamics of complexity throughout a program’s lifetime. Since
cost estimates are uncertain at different points a system’s life
cycle and often grow throughout, at this point in time, it is impossible to calibrate our metrics; however, if future research
uses our framework to track past and present acquisition programs, it may be possible to calibrate the metrics and use
them as predictive tools in the future. Despite this opportunity for future refinement, the most important strength of our
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proposed framework is that it combines detailed information
about a program’s activities during each epoch with a global
view of the program’s evolution across epochs: these dual perspectives can be used to illuminate the relationship between
microscopic within-epoch behavior and macroscopic trends
that span across epochs. Using this new perspective, future
researchers will be better equipped to identify strategies to
manage complexity mechanisms within epochs and to more
effectively prevent cost growth across them.
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